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Improving Productivity at Work
Employers pay high costs for mental health problems.
On the low side, it’s about $70 billion a year.
Absenteeism, reduced productivity, and increased
health care are the three big cost areas. If employers
can influence mental wellness in ways that reduce
these exposures, they can improve productivity and
have a healthier bottom line.

Q. Poor job performance or unsatisfactory quality of work is
obviously the number one issue with troubled employees.
Beyond this, what is the most common problem among troubled
employees, and how should supervisors respond?
A. The management research firm Center for Creative Leadership
surveyed over 200 supervisors and discovered that the most
common employee problem (other than poor job performance) is
“inability to get along with others.” Conflict and friction between
two employees are not uncommon, but beware of employees who
(1) blame others for their problems, (2) make others feel guilty for
not living up to their expectations, (3) show an inability to own
“their half” of problems, (4) have little insight into their behavior, (5)
view discussions about their behavior as personal attacks, and (6)
are overly adept at making excuses. These behaviors in
combination are unlikely to respond to a corrective interview with
you. Making an early referral to the EAP along with well-written
documentation is recommended. If you need help with
constructing effective documentation, consult with the EAP.

Go to ibhsolutions.com to learn more about benefits and
Supervisor Resources, newsletters, trainings, employee
promotional materials, Personal Advantage, view webinars
and more.

Q. Can I refer an employee to the EAP to help him or
her deal with boredom? One of my best workers
expressed loss of interest in the work and labeled it
boredom. I know this is not a psychological problem,
but can the EAP help address it?
A. Work with your employee to examine how the job

can be structured in a way that rekindles interest. If
you don’t see an immediate rally, suggest help from
the EAP. Your employee’s boredom could be linked to
depression. Depression costs business and industry
about $44 billion a year, according to the American
Psychiatric Association. There are other symptoms of
depression visible to others in the workplace. Do you
see any? They include withdrawing from the team,
isolating oneself, being indifferent, putting things
off, missing deadlines, seeming absent-minded,
procrastinating, being late to work, and more. All are
quantifiable performance measures. Your employee
may not go to the EAP, so be prepared down the road
to consider a formal referral as needed. Note that the
problem of boredom is a good example of how
something that appears minor could be a symptom of
a serious condition.
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Q. I referred my employee to the EAP this morning because of his
attendance issues. When he comes back to the office this afternoon,
should I meet with him again? Or should I assume everything is fine, wait
for the EAP to confirm his attendance, or discuss with him the
expectations going forward?
A. If your employee went to the EAP and you previously had contact with the
program in arranging the referral, you should get confirmation of participation if
a release was signed. Regardless, meet with your employee and discuss the
essential duties of his position, the reasons for the referral, and your expectations
for his attendance. Doing so will increase the likelihood of having fewer or no
more attendance problems. Then meet a few times over the ensuing weeks and
months. This will further reinforce his need to follow through both with the EAP’s
recommendations and with his commitment to a predictable attendance
schedule. Lack of accountability and supervisor follow-up demotivates
employees, causing their commitment to change to erode. The time you invest in
reminding him and praising his return to proper performance standards will be
well worth it.
Q. Can I direct an employee to stop complaining about problems to
coworkers, which damages morale, and instead bring these complaints
directly to me? And can I then hold him accountable?
A. If complaining adversely affects the work climate and productivity, then it is
reasonable to ask your employee to come to you instead of complaining openly.
You’ll discover in your career that there are employees who like to “stir the pot,”
or, more accurately, they enjoy having others listen to their analysis and
diagnosis of the work unit’s problems. Ditto with the organization’s or
supervisor’s competence. Much complaining is motivated simply by a desire to
engage and socialize with coworkers. These complaints tend to act as
icebreakers in conversations. It is easier to discuss a complaint or issue or open
with a common concern than it is to offer an observation about the nice weather.
This then becomes a habit of communication among employees. If needed,
encourage the employee to visit the EAP, where he or she will find listening ears,
and you can count on the discussion being one that helps the employee and
supports the organization.

Q. I may be old school in my thinking, but I think an employee’s mental
health is none of the employer’s business. Still, I see a lot of articles in
recent years about mental wellness in the workplace. What is the business
case for so much attention to this subject? What can one supervisor do?
A. Employers pay high costs for mental health problems. On the low side, it’s
about $70 billion a year. Absenteeism, reduced productivity, and increased
health care are the three big cost areas. If employers can influence mental
wellness in ways that reduce these exposures, they can improve productivity and
have a healthier bottom line. So mental wellness is not about intrusiveness in
employees’ lives but about creating work environments that have a positive
impact on wellness. As a supervisor, you have significant influence on promoting
mental wellness. Here are three examples. (1) Don’t praise the employee who
comes in early and stays late. This practice eventually erodes productivity and
leads to burnout. (2) Encourage or insist that employees take regular vacations to
recharge and refresh. (3) Don’t expect employees to answer the phone,
email, or engage in work around the clock. (4) Be a model for these
behavior yourself.

September Webinar

Funding College
Making a healthy transition from adolescence to
adulthood is essential for your kids — and for you.
When it comes to paying for college, every dollar counts
and families need a simple process to follow. In this
terrific webinar, college expert Dan Bisig will share five
steps every family can use to build their funding plan.
Dan will share the most popular funding options
available so that parents are equipped to have the
"money talk" with their college-bound children.
Log-in any time this month to watch the webinar and
ask the expert questions!

IBH’s College Corner
Want an opportunity to save THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OFF
YOUR COLLEGE BILLS – EVERY YEAR?
October 1 launches Financial Aid filing “season” for high
school seniors and their families. Colleges recommend all
families submit the FAFSA, regardless of whether or not they
think they’re eligible for aid. Included are income and assets
of parents and students. This generates the Expected Family
Contribution (EFC). If divorced, the custodial parent files.
The EFC is the minimum you should expect to pay annually
for college, and the basis for need-based aid packages. The
Cost of Attendance (tuition, etc.) minus EFC equals need.
Most packages only include a portion of your need. Add the
shortfall to your EFC to determine your true (net) cost.
Financial aid packages vary greatly from school to school.
Some schools have a lot of free money for your student,
others have little or none. You should know the financial fit
before you apply. WE CAN HELP FIND IT (the most free money
available) and help avoid the potential “got in but can’t afford
it” scenario.
Go to https://my.timetrade.com/book/N62GH to arrange
your free 15 minute consultation with our college planning
specialist. Maximize your student’s FREE money, minimize
your college costs and debt.

IBH is Partnering with College Planning USA!
Read more>>
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